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Big Tech has been having an outstanding calendar first quarter in 2021. On

April 29, it was Amazon's (AMZN) turn to drop the mic with another earnings

smasher, its fourth consecutive all-around beat. The tech and consumer

goods giant topped expectations across the board, and remained on track to

achieve world domination: by far the largest global retailer and IaaS cloud

provider.

One very important piece of Amazon's business seems to justify bullish after-

hours reaction more than anything else, as I watch the stock soar 4% ahead of

the earnings call. Amazon Web Services delivered much higher-than-

forecasted revenues and solid margins of 30.8%, fueling optimism for cloud

and digital transformation.

Results were spotless

Wall Street already expected Amazon to have an outstanding quarter, with

EPS climbing by nearly 100%. Little did analysts know that the company's

earnings would top aggressive projections by the third widest margin of the

past five years, at least. EPS of $15.79 was an astonishing 215% increase

YOY.

The table below, particularly the area highlighted, depicts Amazon's

impressive top-line performance. The broad North America and International

segments, which basically encompass everything except cloud infrastructure

services, experienced growth of at least 40%, fueled by:

Source: Collage from earnings report

The slower growth, smaller revenue AWS segment, however, is what I believe

impressed investors the most in the first quarter. Top-line growth of 32% was

quite an achievement, compared to 28% last quarter. The four percentage-

point growth acceleration compares very favorably to Microsoft (MSFT)

Azure's two percentage-point deceleration in the same period. This apparent

shift in market share may explain why AMZN was up strongly after hours,

while MSFT was down about 0.4%.

I believe that the market pays too much attention to quarter-by-quarter cloud

revenue flows. Matters like revenue recognition and lumpiness in large

contracts can impact short-term performance. Yet, investor sentiment seems

to get a boost whenever AWS performs well, as it did in the first quarter. All the

better for Amazon shareholders.

Stock is hot, company is hotter

Some might feel uneasy buying AMZN after the stock climbed 16% in the past

month alone, while the S&P 500 traded higher by "only" 6% during the same

period. This is especially true if one considers recent bullishness in Amazon

stock to have been driven by a speculated stock split that, until now, has not

been confirmed.

But on the heels of a killer quarter, I believe that it is very hard to build a

bearish case on Amazon. Yes, multiples are high (see below), and they likely

will continue to be for the foreseeable future. But the company's staggering

fundamentals seem to justify the valuation premium. Consider the dizzying

growth pace of virtually all Amazon's sub-segments, much of which I would

credit to secular (not temporary, pandemic-related) trends in digital commerce

and cloud adoption.

Data by YCharts

To invest in AMZN, I believe that one needs to focus on the long term. In the

short term, anything can happen to the stock. A post-earnings, "sell the news"

pullback driven by profit taking is certainly not out of question.

But look farther out in time, and it is likely that AMZN will continue to grow into

its valuation. For example, 2026 EPS projections currently stand at over $200.

Judging by what Amazon delivered in Q1, they could prove to be conservative

estimates. At current levels, shares trade at a five-year forward P/E of only 17x,

which is absurdly low (in my view) for a company that will likely continue to

thrive well beyond the next few years.

Join our community

Members of my Storm-Resistant Growth community will continue to get

updates on AMZN (allocation updates, insights, etc.) and the performance of

my market-beating "All-Equities SRG" portfolio on a regular basis. To dig

deeper into how I have built a risk-diversified strategy designed and back-

tested to generate market-like returns with lower risk, join my Storm-Resistant

Growth group. Take advantage of the 14-day free trial, read all the content

written to date and get immediate access to the community.
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Earnings Analysis Technology

Big Tech has been having an outstanding Q1, with Amazon being the latest
to drop the mic with another massive all-around beat.

AWS seems to justify bullish after-hours reaction more than anything else,
on the back of growth acceleration and solid margins.

Amazon shares are looking hot, after a 16% one-month rally. But I think that
AMZN will continue to grow into its valuation, in the long term.

Looking for a helping hand in the market? Members of Storm-Resistant
Growth get exclusive ideas and guidance to navigate any climate.
Learn More »

lingering stay-at-home tailwinds from the pandemic;1.

a likely permanent shift in how consumers shop (i.e. online);2.

the ramp up of smaller initiatives that are still in high-growth stage.3.
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